It's our first Bridges LIVE! in Vancouver! Don't miss out.
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Bridges LIVE! is coming to Vancouver for the first time!

Dear Nici ,
Join us on April 14 for Bridges LIVE! Vancouver - our first event in the region!
Register now for Bridges LIVE! Vancouver to learn more about:
NEW Eye Gaze technology for the special needs classroom that expands learning,
engagement, and assessment for students with profound physical and cognitive challenges and
even visual impairments.
Cloud based tools for early learners to create choice activities, communication boards, and
visual schedules, on all platforms: iPads, Windows, GAFE, even Chromebooks.
Alternative access in iPads and Chromebooks -- tips and technologies for switch use, alternative mice and
more.

∞
Together, we'll also explore tools that cover the spectrum of special needs support, illustrated with
experiences from Canadian classrooms:
Eye gaze in the classroom - complete systems with easy mounting/positioning and skill building
and learning software to get started in the classroom. We'll share our experiences with Canadian

classroom trials.
Widgit Online, and ChooseIt! Maker 3: Make, print and share to virtually any device visual
schedules, communication boards, social scripts and more.
Equals and MeVille to WeVille alternative math and literacy curricula.

BYOD
Bridges LIVE! is a Bring Your Own Device event. A lot of the applications we'll be looking at are
Cloud-based, so bring the device, or several devices, that you use everyday - laptop, tablet, iPad,
Chromebook - and you'll see if these tools fit your tech ecosystem.

Registration Includes Lunch and Snacks
The fee to attend Bridges LIVE! is $35.00 + applicable taxes. This fee includes a continental
breakfast, lunch, coffee and snacks.

Take a Peek into Bridges LIVE!

"Any Bridges session/workshops I have been to have been excellent. Trainers and
information have always been interesting and very worthwhile."
SLP, Bridges LIVE!, Durham

Our December Bridges LIVE! event in Durham, Ontario, was a hit!

Attendees had a chance to test out the latest literacy support software on their own devices, as
well as get their hands on some brand new access tools, like Bridges' EyeLearn package,
alternative access tools for Chromebooks as well as specialized curriculum.

For more participant feedback and pictures from past Bridges LIVE! events, CLICK HERE
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